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Abstract
This white paper describes a Ready Solution developed by the Dell
Technologies AI Innovation Lab partnering with Deep Vision AI and
NVIDIA. The solution uses intelligent video analytics to create safer
and smarter environments for retail stores, health care, manufacturing,
and other industries.
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Executive summary

Executive summary
Introduction

The intersection of AI and video analytics is creating many opportunities to make the
environments we access saf er and smarter. AI can reduce the need f or human review of
historical video by automating the extraction of valuable real-time inf ormation.
Organizations realize that the next wave of digital transf ormation must expand beyond the
data center and start operating at the edge.
Intelligent video analysis using AI is a key new technology of the 21st century that powers
these changes. Experts are now predicting that edge computer-vision technology will
soon become as ubiquitous as touch interf aces. The list of applications that must extend
to the edge includes smart retail, healthcare, manuf acturing, transportation, and digital
cities.
Deep Vision AI (an IntelliSite company) understands extracting inf ormation f rom video by
using AI sof tware technology to produce real-time analytics and operational intelligence. It
delivers advanced object detection, f acial analysis, and vehicle identif ication analysis to
provide state-of -the-art saf ety and security services in a distributed operating
environment.
Dell Technologies, in partnership with Deep Vision AI and NVIDIA, of f ers a solution that
uses intelligent video analytics to create saf er and smarter environments in which people
work, play, and live. Dell EMC PowerEdge servers that are deployed with the NVIDIA
EGX sof tware platf orm and NVIDIA T4 GPU accelerators power this Ready Solution. This
hardware and sof tware platf orm can perf orm video transcoding and deep learning
inf erence with Deep Vision AI’s sof tware in an edge-deployable f orm f actor.

Audience

This document is intended f or solution architects, system administrators, and others who
are interested in using AI to optimize the saf ety and security of their employees and
customers.

We value your
feedback

Dell Technologies and the authors of this document welcome your f eedback on the
solution and the solution documentation. Contact the Dell Technologies Solutions team by
email or provide your comments by completing our documentation survey.
Authors: Bala Chandrasekaran, Phillip Hummel, and Justin King
Contributors: Dell Ready Solutions Engineering, Deep Vision AI, and NVIDIA
Corporation
Note: For links to additional documentation for this solution, see the Dell Technologies Solutions
Info Hub for AI and Data Analytics Workloads.
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Creating safer and smarter environments
Understanding how people navigate and interact in and around buildings and other
f acilities can help enhance business operations and create a saf er and smarter
experience. There are millions of cameras worldwide capable of producing over f our
trillion hours of video each year. Historically, most of this video data is only accessed
retrospectively to address questions about past events. The rapid development of
powerf ul distributed computing and AI sof tware is creating many opportunities to improve
the ef f iciency and saf ety of facilities.

Video cameras

For decades, most cameras placed in public spaces were used f or crime deterrence and
evidence collection. They primarily provided surveillance of property, parking lots, and
vehicles. The use of video cameras at traf f ic intersections and other areas of high
pedestrian traf f ic rapidly expanded the number of deployed devices used f or
investigations of past events. The ef f ectiveness of these applications was almost entirely
dependent on the ability of humans to locate, view, and gather f acts f rom archived video. 1
The required ef f ort was so great that most recorded data was never accessed or used.
Beginning around 2012, the development of relatively low cost and powerf ul hardware
and sof tware systems f or automated video analysis expanded the possible use cases f or
cameras beyond surveillance. The availability of accurate object detection using deep
learning techniques with data f rom cameras combined with the evolution of AI hardware
accelerators has spawned several video analysis applications in the f ields of retail
business, medicine, and sports.

Foot traffic
analysis and
demographics

Video-based “people counting” uses cameras coupled with video analysis to provide
highly accurate and reliable data f or statistical analysis and alerting. A people counting
capability can be part of a solution to determine how many people enter a building or
room during a specif ied time interval. Applications that determine how many people are
inside an area can also be developed f rom the number of people entering less the number
of people leaving, starting with a known estimate of occupancy. Many applications of
video analysis based on people counting must be able to uniquely identif y each person in
the f ield of view (also ref erred to as tagging) to prevent over counting.
A people counting application determines the density of people in an area, which is of ten
expressed as a “f ill percentage.” Counting the number of people crossing a “threshold
location” that marks an entrance or exit and estimating density f or a def ined space
requires the ability to tag individuals and track their movement in the f ield of view. Tagging
is not the same as recognition. People counting does not require that the sof tware
determines personal identity, only that it can identif y unique person 1 f rom unique person
2, and so on.
Another application that uses unique person tagging and people counting is “dwell time.”
Dwell time is def ined as the amount of time a person spends in a designated area of
interest that has camera image coverage. Using a combination of entry counting, unique
tagging, and exit counting, a sof tware algorithm can be developed to collect statistics
Robin, L., Peterson, B. E., & Lawrence, D. S. (2020). Public Surveillance Cameras and
Crime.
1
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related to maximum, minimum, and average dwell time along with other descriptive
statistics such as standard deviations.
The placement of cameras is the most critical aspect of the physical conf iguration.
Applications that track movement through changes in position f or a tagged object typically
require more than one camera with dif ferent f ields of view. Video analysis sof tware can
then use the positioning inf ormation f rom two perspectives with the unique tag to calculate
a time series of positions that represent the path between two or more points in time.
The technology f or detecting the presence of people in a video f rame is based on the
same deep learning methods f or object detection that are used f or categorizing images of
cats compared with dogs. “Facial analysis” is another branch of video analysis that is
related to images of people. Training deep learning models f or f acial analysis is based on
supervised learning techniques that require datasets labeled with the characteristics that
the model must inf er f rom new unlabeled observations. Facial analysis predicts individual
data using statistical inf erence f rom the image itself and can be perf ormed on images
without any other known personally identif iable labels. Models that can inf er age and
gender are among the most widely available f acial analysis modeling applications. The
accuracy of predictions f or age is based on many f actors including how the age variable is
collected and used. Most studies use age ranges as an input f eature, which limits
inf erence to the same level of inf erence. For example, age f or a model might be collected
as one of three categories: under 30, 30 to 50 or over 50. Inf erence is also limited to
predicting the most likely category f rom these three options. It is not possible to answer
the question “How many people aged 18 through 25 were detected today?”.
Most f acial analysis f rom video f or “gender classif ication” is based on male or f emale. The
reported recall f or inf erence on this demographic variable has a strong ratio of true
positives to f alse positives f or many studies cited in the research community. Many
organizations have experienced high rates of none response when collecting optional
gender demographics through surveys and attempts to inf er gender f rom other
interactions have been unreliable. The high rate of successful categorization of male and
f emale demography based on video analysis is a valuable potential tool if not complicated
by privacy concerns and disclosure issues.

Vehicle traffic
analysis and
identification

Correctly classif ying vehicles as trucks, buses, and passenger vehicles is another
application of supervised learning of increased interest to the smart cities industry. While it
is dif f icult to determine the exact f eatures on which a deep learning model relies to
determine the likely category with which an image is associated, you can assume that
shape is inf luential. Other f eatures are increasingly important in determining whether a
detected shape is a school bus or a metropolitan city bus, such as color or signage. This
level of classif ication specificity might be all that is needed f or a high-level traf f ic analysis
in a city. However, other applications of vehicle identif ication must determine the make,
model, color, and year of a vehicle f or saf ety and security. This dramatic increase in the
number and similarities of members of each classif ication level require a more
sophisticated data collection, labeling, and training ef f ort.
Convolution neural networks have demonstrated the ability to extract f eatures related to
shape, color, and symbols with high accuracy without being programmed with the explicit
specif ication. However, due to the vast number of cars in large markets such as the
United States, Europe, and China, successf ully training a vehicle identif ication system
requires a caref ully curated database of vehicle images together with identif ying
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metadata. This scenario might be simplif ied by limiting the scope to identif ication f rom a
single view (head on only), however this approach also severely limits uses.
This use case also generates more research and development of vehicle image
databases with corresponding labels f or make, model, and year f or use with applications
that do not rely on vehicle registration records f or vehicle identif ication.

Thermal vision
analysis

The intersection of AI and thermal imaging is also an active area of research and
development that is bringing new attention to the f ield of thermography. Interest in
improving the saf ety of areas shared by many people is driving the development of
thermal imaging solutions to detect people’s temperature f rom video. Current methods f or
mass screening crowds by using thermometers that humans read are not scalable and
can introduce unacceptable delays that encourage reduced screening. The use of AI
together with thermal imaging promises to increase both the speed and accuracy of
detection at lower cost and less risk to worker health than current methods.
The combination of both thermal and visual sensors in a single camera unit lowers cost
and simplif ies the video analysis of objects in which the target area of the temperature
reading is bounded by a visual shape in the image. With the advent of AI algorithms,
applications provide highly accurate temperature readings based on dif f erent body parts,
such as f ocusing on an area near or around the eyes. These applications provide
accurate readings and lower the number of f alse positives.
The transition f rom digital video to computer vision technology combined with the
miniaturization of edge devices and inf rared sensors helps to expand the range of costef f ective applications for many sectors.

Deep Vision AI

Deep Vision AI excels at providing intelligent image and video analysis technology that
f acilitates new ways of understanding and analyzing imaging data. Applications of Deep
Vision AI’s technology products can be f ound in cities and public venues, traf f ic and
transportation, retail, healthcare and more. The breadth of this application space is
evidence that video analysis is f inding more and richer applications as the technology
matures and becomes easier to implement and manage. Deep Vision AI’s goal is to
power existing or new camera inf rastructure at scale with computer vision, turning video
into actionable analytics and insights f or saf ety and security, and business intelligence.
Through automated video analysis, f or example, the Deep Vision AI Vehicle recognition
module can detect several unique vehicles using a video f eed. It then determines the
vehicles’ make, model, color, and year. This inf ormation provides an understanding of
traf f ic patterns f rom analysis of vehicle counts and notif ications based on detecting
vehicles of interest f or customer service and public saf ety enhancement. When applied to
retail, Deep Vision AI can improve associate productivity and the customer curbside
pickup experience by proactively providing an alert that identif ies the customer and
reports arrival through vehicle identif ication.
Similarly, the Deep Vision AI Facial Analysis Module analyzes counts of people, age, and
gender characteristics to help retailers understand f oot traf fic, audiences, and their
changing demographics over time in specif ic areas. This module can also enable f acial
matches of known subjects of interest to identif y individuals and ensure saf ety and
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security. Deep Vision AI’s technology can also detect people in the f ield of view of thermal
imaging cameras to estimate elevated body temperatures f or public saf ety applications.

Solution overview
This solution demonstrates how a Dell Technologies-designed inf rastructure can support
the capabilities of Deep Vision AI sof tware to create saf er and smarter retail,
manuf acturing, health care, and public services environments. We also describe Deep
Vision's AI-based Sof tware Modules. These modules receive input f rom new or existing
cameras that are connected to the Dell Technologies supporting platf orm to support
various analytics that are f ocused on improving the ef f iciency of business operations and
keeping commercial and public environments saf er.
This Ready Solution consists of a single PowerEdge server with proximity to the camera
deployed at the edge. It consists of the hardware and sof tware components shown in the
f ollowing f igure:

Figure 1.

Deep Vision AI Platform on NVIDIA EGX Software Stack and Dell PowerEdge
Server

The Ready Solution includes:
•

NVIDIA components—This solution uses the f ollowing NVIDIA components:


8

EGX sof tware stack f or AI workloads running at the edge. It includes
Kubernetes, Helm, Tiller, and the NVIDIA GPU Operator f or deploying and
managing the GPU components necessary f or GPU-enabled Kubernetes.
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•



NVIDIA Metropolis, which is a collection of tools and technologies including
DeepStream SDK. The toolkit includes the TensorRT SDK f or highperf ormance deep learning inf erence. AI applications, like Deep Vision AI, can
use DeepStream SDK and TensorRT to process video streams and optimize
deep learning inf erence.



T4 GPU f or video decoding and inf erence.



CUDA driver and toolkit f or interf acing with the GPU.

Deep Vision AI Platform—The AI models f rom Deep Vision AI, which is deployed
as a Docker container. This container uses the NVIDIA DeepStream SDK and the
NVIDIA CUDA toolkit.

You can also install Kubernetes container management sof tware in a virtual machine
(VM). VMware ESXi server can be installed on the PowerEdge server, and the Deep
Vision AI platf orm is deployed as a container in that VM. You can install other applications
as VMs to increase the server resource utilization. Deployment guidance f or a virtualized
environment is beyond the scope of this document.

Dell EMC
PowerEdge
servers

This Ready Solution uses PowerEdge servers f or computing at the edge, near camera
locations. Either 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors or 2nd Gen AMD EPYC
processors power the PowerEdge servers. These servers support NVIDIA T4 GPU
controllers f or video decoding and image recognition during deep learning model
inf erence. These servers are certif ied as NGC-Ready f or Edge Systems Customers can
choose one of the rack server options listed in the f ollowing table f or an optimum balance
of computing, memory, and GPU perf ormance:
Table 1.

Server options

Server model

Processor

Memory

Maximum number of T4
cards

PowerEdge R640

Dual socket 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors

24 DIMMs

3

PowerEdge R740

Dual socket 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors

24 DIMMs

3 FI + 3 APOS on x8 slots

PowerEdge R740xd

Dual socket 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors

24 DIMMs

3 FI + 3 APOS on x8 slots

PowerEdge R7515

Single socket 2nd Gen AMD EPYC processor

16 DIMMS

4

PowerEdge R6525

Dual socket 2nd Gen AMD EPYC processor

32 DIMMS

3

PowerEdge R7525

Dual socket 2nd Gen AMD EPYC processor

32 DIMMS

6

DSS 8840

Dual socket 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors

24 DIMMS

16

PowerEdge XE2420

Dual socket 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors (maximum 150 W Gold)

16 DIMMs

4

PowerEdge XR2

Dual socket 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors

16 DIMMs

1

Note: For our recommendations for small, medium, and large retail stores, see Configuration.
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NVIDIA
components

NVIDIA EGX Platform
The NVIDIA EGX Platf orm is a cloud-native and scalable sof tware stack f or AI workloads
running at the edge, as shown in Figure 1. The platf orm includes the NVIDIA GPU
Operator f or deploying and managing the GPU and other required components f or hosting
GPU-enabled containers. NVIDIA GPU Operator is based on the Kubernetes operator
f ramework and automates the management of all NVIDIA sof tware components that are
needed to provision GPUs within Kubernetes. It automatically installs and manages the
f ollowing components:
•

NVIDIA GPU driver—Drivers required f or NVIDIA GPUs.

•

NVIDIA Container Runtime—A GPU-aware container runtime, compatible with
popular container technologies such as Docker.

•

NVIDIA Kubernetes device plug-in—A device plug-in f or Kubernetes that
automatically detects GPUs in Kubernetes nodes and manages them.

•

NVIDIA Data Center GPU Manager (DCGM)—A suite of tools f or managing and
monitoring GPUs in cluster environments. It includes active health monitoring,
comprehensive diagnostics, system alerts, and governance policies including
power and clock management.
The f ollowing table lists EGX sof tware stack component versions. Newer versions
might be available as they are released. For more inf ormation, see the EGX Github
website:

Table 2.

EGX software stack component details

Software components

Minimum version

GPU operator

1.0.0

NVIDIA driver

440.33.01

NVIDIA container runtime

1.0.5

NVIDIA Kubernetes device plug-in

1.0.0-beta4

NVIDIA DCGM

1.7.2

Helm

2.14.3

Kubernetes

1.15.3

Container runtime

Docker CE 19.03.6

Operating system

Ubuntu Server 18.04.3 LTS

NVIDIA Metropolis
NVIDIA Metropolis is a collection of tools and technologies that enables AI f or smart cities
and retail:
•

10

NVIDIA DeepStream SDK—An SDK that delivers a streaming analytics toolkit f or
AI-based video and image processing, and multisensor processing. Developers use
it f or building AI-powered intelligent video analytics applications and services.
DeepStream is a primary component of the NVIDIA Metropolis platf orm that
enables building end-to-end services and solutions f or transf orming videos and
images to actionable insights. Relevant f eatures f or this solution include:
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Reduced memory f ootprint that results in enhanced stream processing density



Containerized deployment



Plug-in sources f or inf erence, message schema converter, and message
broker plug-ins



Support f or heterogeneous cameras, segmentation networks, monochrome
images, and hardware-accelerated H.264 and H.265 video decoding



Support f or TensorRT-based inf erencing f or detection, classif ication, and
segmentation

NVIDIA TensorRT—An SDK f or high-perf ormance deep learning inf erence. It
includes a deep learning inf erence optimizer and runtime that delivers low latency
and high throughput f or deep learning inf erence applications.
TensorRT is built on CUDA, which is a parallel programming model f rom NVIDIA.
TensorRT enables optimized inf erence f or all deep learning f rameworks by using
libraries, development tools, and technologies in CUDA-X f or AI, autonomous
machines, high-perf ormance computing, and graphics.

•

NVIDIA CUDA—A parallel computing platf orm and programming model that
NVIDIA developed f or general computing on GPUs. With CUDA, developers can
accelerate computing applications by harnessing the power of the GPUs.
Applications and operations (such as matrix multiplication) that are typically run
serially in CPUs can run on thousands of GPU cores in parallel.

•

NVIDIA T4 GPU—A single-slot, low prof ile, PCIE Express Gen3 Deep Learning
accelerator card that is based on the TU104 NVIDIA GPU. The T4 GPU has 16 GB
GDDR6 memory and a 70 W maximum power limit. It is a passively cooled board.
NVIDIA Turing Tensor Cores power the T4 GPU to accelerate inf erence, video
transcoding, and virtual desktops.
This Ready Solution uses T4 cards f or video decoding and deep learning inf erence.

Deep Vision AI
components

The Deep Vision AI platf orm provides intelligent video analytics using AI through vehicle
recognition, people counting and demographics, f acial recognition, and others. The
f ollowing sections describe the Deep Vision AI components:

Admin Console
The Deep Vision AI Admin Console provides a web interf ace that is used f or the
administration and conf iguration of the sof tware, managing cameras, and managing
users. It allows the user to add camera streams and enable any of the AI-based sof tware
modules that Deep Vision AI supports.
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AI Modules
Deep Vision AI has a modular architecture, in which each sof tware module provides an AI
capability to perf orm advanced analytics. Each video stream f rom a camera can be
conf igured with one or more of the f ollowing modules:
•

Facial Recognition module—This module monitors designated areas f or a watch
list of unique individuals. The images of these individuals are uploaded to the
module, af ter which these individuals can be identif ied. The designated areas are
monitored, and alerts are raised when the individuals appear on video stream.
Retail stores can use this f eature f or notif ication of VIP customers; corporations can
use this f eature to track employees’ locations.

•

Vehicle Identification module—This module identif ies the year, make, and model,
of vehicles entering designated areas. Retail stores can use this inf ormation to of f er
better and f aster curbside pickup service. Retail stores can map the vehicle
inf ormation to customers using historical inf ormation. The module also records
arrival time, departure time, and dwell time f or analytics. When applied to cities, this
module allows f or real-time alerts based on matches with specif ic vehicle watch
lists.

•

People Counting and Demographics module—This module records the number
of people in a designated area, their demographic inf ormation (gender and age),
and their dwell time. The retail store can use this inf ormation, augmented with other
demographic inf ormation such as geography, interest, pref erence, and income, to
understand customer segments, inf luence product selection, and provide product
placement, customer communication, and advertisement.

•

Objects Entering Alert Zones module—This module counts the number of people
or vehicles by type entering a designated area. It provides alerts based on the
number of objects and the time spent in an area. The module makes it possible to:


Count the number of people entering and exiting an area and determine the
number of occupants



Generate an alert when an individual is seen in a prohibited area



When applied to traf f ic and transportation, provide traf fic congestion alerts,
illegal parking alerts, and alerts based on dif f erent traf f ic anomalies.

This module can be coupled with the Facial Recognition module to generate an
alert if unique individuals enter designated zones.

12
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Video and Thermal Data Streams
This Ready Solution uses the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) as the streaming
protocol f or video. The RTSP stream is received and decoded using one or more NVIDIA
GPUs, as shown in the f ollowing f igure:

Figure 2.

Deep Vision AI modules workflow for video cameras

The conf igured modules operate on the video stream, generating any corresponding
alerts and producing a video stream with overlaid inf ormation (such as recognitions and
other inf ormation on top of each object in the video). You can view these alerts in the
Admin Console.
In addition to supporting a video camera, Deep Vision AI also has a module f or thermal
analysis, which requires a thermal camera.
The Temperature Detection module identif ies the temperatures of people and measures
variances to a baseline above or below acceptable thresholds. When people whose
temperature f alls outside of the set threshold, the module raises alerts.
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A typical camera provides both thermal and video streams. Both these streams are
decoded by the NVIDIA T4 GPU. A f acial detection module analyzes the video stream
(RGB) and the f acial coordinates are computed. The temperature measurement module
analyzes this inf ormation and is mapped to the radiometeric stream, as shown in the
f ollowing f igure:

Figure 3.

Deep Vision AI module workflow for the thermal camera

Privacy and data protection
Deep Vision AI of f ers mechanisms to comply with EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and other international data protection laws:

Camera details

Anonymization of personal data—Deep Vision AI supports a private mode. By
using this mode, f acial images of nonenrolled subjects are blurred and are not
displayed or visible to end users.

•

Personal data rights protection—Deep Vision AI of f ers easy and intuitive
mechanisms to remove subjects f rom watch lists. This option provides users and
sof tware operators with f ull control over personal data. They can act quickly to
address personal data removal requests. This protection complies with the rights of
subjects to access and rectif y data, be f orgotten 2, and apply restrictions to
processing of their personal data and their data portability.

This Ready Solution is agnostic with regard to the camera model. Cameras that support
H.264 or H.265 video compression are required, and the video streams f rom the cameras
are decompressed/decoded in the T4 GPUs f or f urther processing and inf erence. Dell
Technologies recommends cameras that require Power over Ethernet (PoE) f or ease of
consistent deployment across all retail branches. Dell EMC PowerSwitch N3000 series or
S3100 series switches can be used to power the camera and provide network
connectivity.

2

14
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The f ollowing table lists the required camera specif ications:
Table 3.

Required camera specification

Feature

Requirement

Minimum resolution

1080 x 1920p (Full HD) or higher

Connectivity

RTSP (most IP cameras support RTSP
protocol)

Lens

Without distortion

Video compression

H264 or H265

Frame rate

15 FPS (min); 30 FPS (recommended)

Bit rate

Higher than 2 kbps

Bandwidth required per camera

6 Mbs (Full HD at 15 FPS)

Thermal image sensor

Optional and required only for thermal module

Note: A thermal camera is required to use the thermal module. Thermal cameras typically have
both optical and thermal sensors, which are required for the thermal module.

We used Axis P-series network cameras and a Mobotix M16B thermographic camera in
the Dell AI Innovation Lab.

Configuration
Recommended
configuration

The f ollowing table recommends three conf igurations and general sizing guidelines based
on how many modules and cameras are required f or a scenario:
Table 4.

Recommended configurations: Summary

Configuration
size

Example scenario

Configuration

Small

Two modules with a total of 7 camera streams:

R7515 server with a single socket
AMD processor and a single NVIDIA
T4 GPU

• 4 camera streams for the Facial Recognition module
•
Medium

3 camera streams for the People Counting and
Demographics module

Four modules with total of 12 camera streams
•

4 camera streams for the Facial Recognition module

•

4 camera streams for the People Counting and
Demographics module

•

2 camera streams for the Vehicle Identification
module

•

2 camera streams for the Temperature Detection
module

R740 server with a dual socket Intel
Scalable Xeon processor and two
NVIDIA T4 GPUs
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Configuration
Configuration
size

Example scenario

Configuration

Large

Five modules with total of 20 camera streams

R7525 server with a dual socket
AMD EPYC processor and four
NVIDIA T4 GPUs

•

4 camera streams for the Facial Recognition module

•

4 camera streams for the People Counting and
Demographics module

•

4 camera streams for the Vehicle Identification
module

•

4 camera streams for the Temperature Detection
module

•

4 camera streams for the Objects Entering Alert
Zones module

Note: For harsh environments outside the data center, use the PowerEdge XE2420 server. It is a
dual socket server that supports up to 4 NVIDIA T4 GPUs and withstands extended operating
temperatures.

The f ollowing table provides additional details f or each conf iguration:
Table 5.

Recommended configurations: Details

Component

Small configuration

Medium configuration

Large configuration

Server model

R7515

R740

R7525

Processor

AMD EPYC 7502P 2.5 GHz,
32C/64T, 128 M Cache (180
W)

Intel Xeon Gold 6252 2.1 G,
24C/48T, 10.4 GT/s, 35.75 M
Cache, Turbo, HT (150 W)
DDR4-2933

AMD EPYC 7702P 2.00
GHz, 64C/128T, 256 M
Cache (200 W) DDR43200

Memory

8 x 8 GB

8 x 16 GB

16 x 16 GB

GPUs

1 NVIDIA T4 GPU

2 NVIDIA T4 GPUs

4 NVIDIA T4 GPUs

Network adapter

Broadcom 57416 Dual Port
10 GbE BaseT Network
LOM Mezz Card

Broadcom 57416 Dual Port 10
GbE BaseT Network LOM Mezz
Card

Broadcom 57416 Dual
Port 10 GbE BaseT
Network LOM Mezz Card

Storage

6 x 480 GB SAS SSDs in
RAID 6

8 x 480 GB SAS SSDs in RAID
6

12 x 480 GB SAS SSDs in
RAID 6

Operating system

Ubuntu server

Ubuntu server

Ubuntu server

Trusted Platform
Module

Trusted Platform Module 2.0

Trusted Platform Module 2.0

Trusted Platform Module
2.0

Solution ID

12785033.1

12785314.1

12785814.1

Customers can provide the Dell sales representative with the Solution ID to order the
PowerEdge server. The conf igurations are provided as a starting point and the Dell sales
representative will customize the server conf iguration, including processing, memory, and
disk, as needed.
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Configuration

Network layout

The f ollowing f igure shows a sample network layout f or the conf igurations:

Figure 4.

PowerEdge server with Deep Vision AI and NVIDIA EGX

PowerSwitch N3000 series switches support PoE, which the cameras typically require.
Each camera, serving any purpose, can be connected to the PowerSwitch. The
PowerEdge server running Deep Vision AI and NVIDIA EGX sof tware ecosystem is also
connected to the same network switch.
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Deployment and management

The f ollowing table provides a list of the PowerSwitch models and their key capabilities:
Table 6.

PowerSwitch model capabilities

Switch model

Capability

N3048ET-ON

•

N3024EP-ON

N3048EP-ON

S3148P

1 GbE port attributes:


12 RJ45 autosensing (1Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb) PoE 60 W fixed ports



36 RJ45 autosensing (1 Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb)

•

2 integrated 10 GbE SFP+ dedicated ports

•

2 integrated GbE SFP combo ports

•

1 GbE port attributes:


12 RJ45 autosensing (1 Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb) PoE 60 W fixed ports



12 RJ45 autosensing (1 Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb) PoE+ fixed ports

•

2 integrated 10 GbE SFP+ dedicated ports

•

2 Integrated GbE SFP combo ports

•

60 W on 12 ports; 30.8 W on remaining 12 ports (might require a second power supply
module)

•

1 GbE port attributes:


12 RJ45 autosensing (1Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb) PoE 60 W fixed ports



36 RJ45 autosensing (1 Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb) PoE+ fixed ports

•

2 integrated 10 GbE SFP+ dedicated ports

•

2 integrated GbE SFP combo ports

•

60 W on 12 ports; 30.8 W on remaining 12 ports (might require a second power supply
module)

•

1 GbE Port Attributes:


48 x RJ45 autosensing (1 Gb/100 Mb/10 Mb) PoE+ fixed ports

•

Integrated 10 GbE SFP+ dedicated ports: 2

•

Integrated GbE SFP combo ports: 2

•

Maximum PoE Watts per port: 30.8 W on 48 ports (might require 2nd power supply module)

We recommend the PowerSwitch S3148P model f or this Ready Solution.

Deployment and management
Deployment
overview

The f ollowing steps provide a high-level overview of deploying this Ready Solution:
1.

Place the camera—Depending on the modules being used, camera placement is
critical. For the Facial Recognition and the People Counting and Demographics
modules, place cameras in a position to capture several f rontal views of each
person walking towards the camera.
For more inf ormation about camera placement, such as the required angles and
distance f rom the object, contact a Dell solution specialist.

2.
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Deploy the EGX software stack on the Dell PowerEdge server—For
inf ormation about how to deploy the EGX sof tware, see the EGX Stack v1.2
Install Guide f or Ubuntu Server x86-64 on GitHub. The steps include installing
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Deployment and management

and conf iguring Ubuntu OS, and installing Docker, Kubernetes, Helm, and
NVIDIA GPU Operator.
3.

Deploy Deep Vision AI—Deep Vision AI is available f or installation either as a
Helm chart or by using Docker Compose. Helm charts are required f or installation
on EGX sof tware stack. If you use Docker Compose, install the NVIDIA Toolkit on
the host operating system. In both scenarios, you can download and deploy the
Deep Vision AI Admin Console and required sof tware modules as a Docker
container.
Note: At the time of publication, not all Deep Vision AI modules are available for
deployment through Helm on EGX. In this case, deploy Deep Vision AI modules as a
Docker container and through the Docker Compose tool. Contact your Dell sales
representative for more information.

4.

Configure the software modules—When deployed, the Deep Vision AI platf orm
is conf igured to stream the cameras. For each camera, activate one or more
modules. A license key, which can be obtained through a Dell sales
representative, is required to activate each camera module.

5.

Configure cameras and alerts—Finally, add cameras and enable the required
sof tware modules in the Deep Vision AI admin console. Conf igure alerts
depending on the use case.

Licensing

The Deep Vision AI licensing model is per sof tware module and camera stream. Licenses
are available in packs of 10 camera streams f or each sof tware module. A single camera
stream can be conf igured with one or more sof tware licenses. Both annual licenses
(upgrades and basic support included) and perpetual licenses (separate basic support,
annual purchases, and sof tware upgrades included) are available. Set-up service SKUs
are required f or both types of licenses.

Integrating
alerting
mechanisms

Deep Vision Admin Console provides f unctionality required to conf igure the sof tware
modules and receive alert notif ications. Deep Vision AI can also be integrated with
customers’ existing alerting sof tware or Video Management Sof tware (VMS) through
Kaf ka. Deep Vision AI supports Kaf ka and produces Kaf ka topics. VMS or any other
alerting sof tware can act as a Kaf ka consumer to consume alerts f rom Deep Vision AI.

Co-existing with
other solutions

This Ready Solution can co-exist with other real-time video analytics solutions. Multiple
solutions can be deployed on a single edge node and take advantage of the compute
power that is available in the PowerEdge server. These solutions can be installed either
as virtual machines to provide isolation or as containers.
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Solution outcome

Co-existing with Ready Solution for AI: Retail Loss Prevention
As an example, this ready solution can co-exist with Ready Solutions f or AI: Retail Loss
Prevention. A retail store can deploy both these solutions f or retail loss prevention and
video analytics f or vehicle identif ication and customer demographics. A single PowerEdge
server can be used as the edge node to support such a scenario.
We recommend that you dedicate NVIDIA T4 GPUs f or each of the use cases to provide
predictable perf ormance. For example, the PowerEdge R7525 server can be conf igured
with f our GPUs, as shown in the f ollowing f igure:

Figure 5.

Retail loss prevention and video analytics solution

You can dedicate two GPUs f or retail loss prevention supporting eight to nine self -service
check-out terminals and two GPUs f or vehicle identif ication and customer demographics
supporting approximately 15 camera streams.

Solution outcome
In-store
customers and
employees
analytics
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Retail stores can use this Ready Solution to analyze store f oot traf fic. They can count the
number of people at a specif ic time and area in the store, segment them by age and
gender demographics, and understand customer entry, exit, and dwell times. Cameras
placed at the entry and exit of the store enable the Deep Vision AI sof tware to analyze
video streams to provide customer and employee analytics. The sof tware detects people
at the entry and exit of the retail store, and calculates the dwell time and the number of
people in the retail store. Additionally, store f oot traf fic can be analyzed at specif ic areas
such as cashier lines to adapt store resources dynamically on demand.
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This inf ormation is available in the Analytics dashboard as well as the notif ication panel
where real-time alerts are provided, as shown in the f ollowing f igure:

Figure 6.

Deep Vision AI analytics dashboard

The sof tware applies mathematical transf ormations to f ace crop images, creating
numerical representations that make the sof tware operate with nonvisual inf ormation.
Theref ore, this AI module does not save personally identif iable inf ormation.

Improving
curbside pickup
for retail stores

This Ready Solution enables retail stores to of f er better and quicker curbside pickup
service to customers by monitoring vehicles arriving at the pickup area.
When a vehicle arrives in the pickup lane (or enters the retail parking complex), the
solution identif ies the vehicle make, model, and color to identif y the customer. Then, an
associate can be dispatched to deliver the order. The solution provides store managers
and business owners with valuable analytics such as the time to serve, parking bay
utilization, and so on. This solution provides retailers with a tool to measure customer
satisf action and improve operational ef f iciencies turning the curbside pickup process into
a smooth and seamless experience.
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Solution outcome

The f ollowing f igure is a dashboard example that shows the customer arrival, departure,
and dwell times, and the vehicle make, model, and color:

Figure 7.

Depart time and dwell time example

The f ollowing f igure shows a real-time stream of retail store pickup lanes:

Figure 8.
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Real-time stream of the pickup lanes
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Traffic
This Ready Solution helps cities monitor and quantif y traf f ic flow to assess changing
management and patterns, and to detect and report anomalies and incidents in real time. It provides cities
with valuable insights f or the implementation and management of resources, enf orcement
enforcement

methodologies, and policy recommendations that ensure public welf are. Deep Vision AI
sof tware monitors vehicle and pedestrian data through camera streams, collecting vehicle
traf f ic data and reporting incidents such as traf f ic congestion, stalled cars, wrong-way
drivers, illegal turns, and so on.

The solution enables labor cost reduction by monitoring public and private spaces in real
time requiring no human intervention. Also, new revenue streams can be generated
through data monetization.
The f ollowing f igure shows a real-time stream of traf f ic flow:

Figure 9.

Traffic monitoring and management

Note: This use case as not been implemented in the Dell AI Innovation Lab, but has been
developed by Deep Vision AI.

Detecting
temperature for
health and public
safety

This Ready Solution enables retail stores to monitor the body temperature of employees
and customers and take appropriate action when a conf igured threshold is exceeded. As
people enter a designated area, their temperatures are monitored. There is no alert if a
person’s temperature f alls within preset thresholds. When a person’s body temperature
exceeds the threshold, Deep Vision AI raises an alert. The retail store can then take
appropriate action.
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Conclusion

The f ollowing f igure shows a real-time stream of body temperature detection:

Figure 10. Detecting body temperature
Note: Thermal measurements are designed as a triage tool and are not the sole means of
diagnosing high-risk individuals for any viral threat. Confirm elevated thermal readings with a
secondary, clinical-grade evaluation tool. The FDA recommends screening individuals one at a
time, not in groups.

Conclusion
The challenges of operating at the edge, and at scale, require creative architectures. This
Ready Solution describes how to bring the power of the latest hardware technology and
accelerated AI f or computer vision to the edge as demonstrated in Dell AI Innovation Lab.
Achieving the right balance between hardware, sof tware, and media processing
algorithms at the edge takes experience and deep application knowledge. This white
paper shows how the combined products and solutions expertise of Dell Technologies,
Deep Vision AI, and NVIDIA can provide the f oundation that you need to deploy video
analysis applications at the edge without experimentation. Following the details of this
solution, you can proceed directly to a f ully f unctional POC on a f ast track schedule with
lower risk and cost than do-it-yourself (DIY) approaches.
The Deep Vision AI sof tware modular architecture processes video streams f rom cameras
(optical and thermal) that turn visual content into real-time analytics and insights. You can
conf igure one or more sof tware modules to enable various use cases. For example, the
People Counting and Demographics module together with the Object Entering Alert Zone
module enables retailers to gather additional inf ormation about customers to help
customize products. The Vehicle Identif ication module can provide f aster customer
service in retail pickup lanes. The Thermal Analysis module can improve security and
alleviate health concerns by raising alerts when people’s temperatures in a designated
area are above a threshold setpoint.
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